actor, if he wanted to be one. She could easily imagine him in certain roles from classic repertory. Finally, he was very clever. Germaine liked a man with brains.
He had just been talking to her about his responsibilities in connection with the oil business. She was greatly tempted to confide her own troubles in connection with the sugar business to him; but she did not dare. He would either laugh at her or else be annoyed. Perhaps he might say: " My mistress has no right to speculate. What wouldn't people say if it came out ? - and everything comes out in the long run. Your twenty thousand kilos would become twenty thousand tons. It would be made to look as clear as daylight that I was speculating myself, with you as my intermediary, that I was snatching their pieces of sugar out of the widows' and orphans' coffee-cups. I should cut a fine figure attacking the oil-magnates after that.'*
Germaine generally respected Gurau's scruples, because she realised that they might help him in his career. Personally she was not predisposed towards understanding idealistic reasons for doing things; and when she questioned herself, she did not believe that they had the last word with anybody. But everybody adopted a style in life and struck an attitude. Afterwards mere decency, if not self-interest, counselled you to remain faithful to it. If, for example, a politician had built up his reputation upon his devotion to higher causes, it would be as risky for him to become a cynical profiteer as it would be for a famous comedian to change his style of acting.
Besides, the moral graces are part of the attractiveness of certain men in affairs of the heart. Just as the woman seeks to be beautiful in order to please, so the man seeks to be worthy of admiration. The woman whom he loves must lend herself to this game. If she shows herself sceptical, if she emphasises certain weaknesses, certain contradictions, in her lover, she is being as maladroit, with an insight as fotilely cruel, as a man who draws his mistress's attention to her wrinkles or her double chin.
At this moment Germaine remembered the news she had

